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Hot Work Application - revised 11 August 2021
Flinders University
Hot Work Permission to Proceed
A HOT WORK permission to proceed is required for:
Cutting or grinding with the potential to produce sparksWelding, thermal or oxygen cutting or heatingAny other open flame heating or spark producing operations
This document relates specifically to the HOT WORK task regarding the management of FIRE or EXPLOSION, PUBLIC SAFETY and HIGH RISK work activities/environments. 
 
PLEASE NOTE:
A PCBU undertaking the task is to identify and control the broader scope of hazards associated with the task and the direct effect on the workers involved. This documentation is to be available on-site and signed by the workers involved.
For Example: Use of PPE, manual handling tasks, burns etc.
 
A copy of the risk control documentation (JSA, SWMS etc.) is to be submitted prior to the commencement of the HOT WORK task. The documents can be uploaded with this form (using the Submit button opens up an email where other documents can be attached) or submitted online prior to the proposed commencement date.
Scope of this Hot Work permission to proceed
Prerequisite Agreement
The following items form the prerequisite agreement to undertake HOT WORK on Flinders University managed or controlled sites. 
·         This HOT WORK form is to be completed by the supervisor or worker directly involved in the task and submitted to the University. 
·         An issued Permission to proceed will be valid for the day(s) displayed on the back page of the document only.                 These dates may differ from the proposed start/end dates. 
·         HOT WORK IS PROHIBITED on a day of total fire ban within the relevant fire ban district. 
·         ALL personnel involved in the HOT WORK task will be competent to undertake their respective duties
·         To display “caution/warning” signage in prominent place/s around the HOT WORK site.
·         To provide a fire extinguisher that is 
o         Supplied by the company undertaking/supervising the HOT WORK  
o         Readily available at the hot-work site
o         Of a size and type to recover a foreseeable outbreak of fire relative to the task.  
o         Fully charged, locking pin in the handle and tested within the last 6 months
·         To nominate a Fire Watch whom is competent to undertake the following tasks
o         To confirm the fire ban rating for the day  
o         Be in attendance and attentive during and post hot work activities (60 minutes post hot work activity). 
o         Use of a fire extinguisher and other items that form the recovery strategy 
o         Monitor changes to the work environment to ensure risk controls remain effective
o         Action the recovery/emergency plan in the event of an outbreak of fire
·         To provide “Fit for Purpose” equipment (where applicable),  
o         Plant and equipment that is free from damage and/or defects
o         Electrically energised (240V) equipment to display an in-date test tag and be RCD protected during use. 
o         Protective screens are non-flammable and appropriate for the task.
o         Gas cylinders to have flash back arrestors are fitted to both oxygen and fuel gas lines:  Between the blowpipe and hose; and at the regulator outlet.
o         Gas cylinders are to secured to prevent dislodgement and remain in an upright position.
 
This form needs to be completed and submitted a minimum of 2 clear working days prior to the proposed start date to avoid delays.
NOTE: If you have any concerns with the above prerequisite agreement please discuss with your Flinders University contact person.
SECTION A - Administration (this section must be completed)
Company supervising the HOT WORK task
please provide details
NOTE: This application identifies the full timeframe for the works.
SECTION B - Location
Where is the HOT WORK undertaken?
 INSIDE A BUILDING   
Building
Room
Room Description/Details *
* Rooms descriptions include Laboratory, Plant Room, Teaching space, office space, lecture theatre, retail outlet,
   accommodation, library/study area, lift motor room, meal area, etc.
Outside Building / Roof Query
Response
Comments
Does the location involve access to a roof?
** Provide a SPECIFIC LOCATION DESCRIPTION
(For example Southern end of car park 7 adjacent to the western wall of Physical Sciences Building).
Using the campus map (https://www.flinders.edu.au/content/dam/documents/campus/maps/campus-map.pdf) please confirm the location of the work by providing a grid reference(s)
SECTION C - Task and Site Assessment
1. Is it reasonably practicable to ELIMINATE the HOT WORK task by a CHANGE IN WORK PROCESS (i.e. to a    cold work process)?
* Please note: A risk assessment is to be conducted for the new task before work commences.
2. Provide a DESCRIPTION of the TASK specific to the hot work - For example: Braze welding of copper pipe on HVAC     unit
3. Identify a PROCESS(ES) that involves undertaking a HOT WORK task. More than one option can be selected.
4. What EQUIPMENT will be used to perform the HOT WORK task.  More than one option can be selected.
5. TASK ASSESSMENT
a) Consider the HOT WORK activity
b) Please answer each question and where the answer is YES, provide RISK CONTROL  MEASURE(S) in the text box provided. 
During the task assessment have any of the following been identified as a hazard associated with this task for workers or the public?
Fumes, vapours or dust
Risk Control Measure(s)
Radiation (i.e. ultraviolet, visibile light, infra-red)
Risk Control Measure(s)
Heat transfer from one location to another (i.e. partition walls, switchboards)
Risk Control Measure(s)
Ejected materials (i.e. sparks, welding spatter, molten material)
Risk Control Measure(s)
Noise (also consider the educational environment where noise levels can be disruptive even though they may not be excessive)
Risk Control Measure(s)
Does the HOT WORK involve working in service voids, ceiling spaces, etc?
Risk Control Measure(s)
No.
Additional Hazard Information
Risk Controls to be implemented
6. SITE ASSESSMENT
a) Consider the HOT WORK activity within the proposed work site prior to commencing the activity.
b) Please answer each question and where the answer is YES, provide RISK CONTROL  MEASURE(S) in the text box provided.
During the site assessment have any of the following items or situations been observed or identified?
Are flammable/combustible/oxidising substances/materials present within the workspace?
Risk Control Measure(s)
Is there fixed plant or pipework/conduits within the vicinity of the proposed HOT WORK activity?
Risk Control Measure(s)
Are there any pressurised cylinders or pneumatic air lines within the vicinity of the proposed HOT WORK activity?
Risk Control Measure(s)
Are there any open vents within the workspace vicinity of the proposed HOT WORK activity where vapours/fumes could be drawn into another space?  
Risk Control Measure(s)
Furnishings, finishes or fixtures within the vicinity of the proposed HOT WORK activity that could be damaged by the hot work process?
Risk Control Measure(s)
Does the worksite restrict access in a corridor, stairwell or restrict access/egress to a building entrance/exit?
Risk Control Measure(s)
Are there fire detection systems within the workspace?
Risk Control Measure(s)
No.
Additional Hazard Information
Risk Controls to be implemented
SECTION D - HIGH RISK WORK ACTIVITIES/ENVIRONMENTS
7. HIGH RISK WORK ACTIVITIES/ENVIRONMENTS
a) Please answer each question and where the answer is YES, provide RISK CONTROL  MEASURE(S) in the text box provided below the checkboxes.
Is this HOT WORK task directly associated with the following items?
Risk Control Measure(s)
* 'Near' in the above circumstances means close enough that there is a risk of hitting or puncturing the mains, piping, electrical installation or service.
SECTION E - HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS INTRODUCED TO SITE
8. HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS INTRODUCED TO SITE
a) Please answer each question and add details where prompted.  Any Safety Data Sheets will need to be separate attachments to this document and submitted with the application.
Will hazardous chemicals be brought onto the worksite to perform this HOT WORK task?
Is it 'reasonably practicable' to substitute the proposed chemical for a non-hazardous chemical and will this be used?
List the chemicals
*** When sending in this application, please attach the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and the work method statement. ***
SECTION F - PUBLIC SAFETY
9. PUBLIC SAFETY
a) Please answer each question and provide details where required.
What risk control(s) will be implemented to exclude campus personnel from the HOT WORK activity?  For example: delineating the workspace using rigid fencing, barrier mesh, etc.
With regard to access/egress, does the delineation of the worksite BLOCK access in a corridor, stairwell, building entrance/exit or public thoroughfare?
Risk Control Measure(s)
SECTION G - SUBMIT
Once this form is completed, save and attach it to your application using the link below
 
https://flindersuni.service-now.com/csp?id=sc_cat_item&sys_id=b73a22661be0f410e63c10ab274bcbed&sysparm_category=bb22d7c8db39b300c8e096888a961929
 
or use the 'Apply now' button on the Permission to proceed page. 
OFFICE USE ONLY
Approval Details
This sign off is to signify that the Flinders University Permission to Proceed Officer has:
 
·         Viewed documentation pertaining to this scope of work and confirms the information provided is complete in detail.
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